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Abstract: Recently, the effect of large-scale fires on the global environment has attracted attention.
Satellite observation data are used for global estimation of fire CO2 emissions, and available data
sources are increasing. Although several CO2 emission inventories have already been released, vari-
ous remote sensing data were used to create the inventories depend on the studies. We created eight
global CO2 emission inventories through fires from 2001 to 2020 by combining input data sources,
compared them with previous studies, and evaluated the effect of input sources on CO2 emission
estimation. CO2 emissions were estimated using a method that combines the biomass density change
(by the repeated fires) with the general burned area approach. The average annual CO2 emissions
of the created eight inventories were 8.40 ± 0.70 Pg CO2 year−1 (±1 standard deviation), and the
minimum and maximum emissions were 3.60 ± 0.67 and 14.5 ± 0.83 Pg CO2 year−1, respectively,
indicating high uncertainty. CO2 Emissions obtained from four previous inventories were within ±1
standard deviation in the eight inventories created in this study. Input datasets, especially biomass
density, affected CO2 emission estimation. The global annual CO2 emissions from two biomass maps
differed by 60% (Maximum). This study assesses the performance of climate and fire models by
revealing the uncertainty of fire emission estimation from the input sources.

Keywords: CO2 emissions; biomass burning; fire map; land cover map; above-ground biomass map

1. Introduction

Biomass burning occurs in all vegetated terrestrial ecosystems and strongly affects
global carbon cycles through a huge amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
(e.g., [1–6]). The largest source of global carbon emissions, excluding fossil fuel emissions,
is fires, mainly in grasslands and savannas; fires in those areas combining with woodlands
account for 60% of total global fire emissions [5]. In South America, approximately half of
carbon emissions from deforestation and forest degradation are due to fires [7,8], including
anthropogenic fires that convert forests to farmlands and pastures [9]. Lightning strikes
are important ignition causes in boreal regions [2].

Research on how biomass burning affects atmospheric trace gases and aerosols began
in the late 1970s [10]. Currently, studies on fire CO2 emissions have expanded to a global
scale [11]. These studies include extensive and frequent estimates of fire emissions using
satellite data [12,13]. In addition, several global fire emissions inventories have been devel-
oped. One of the inventories is the global fire emissions database (GFED) with a spatial
resolution of 0.25-degrees and 3-h temporal resolution. In GFED, fire emissions of trace
gas species, such as CO2, carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), etc., are estimated using
the Carnegie Ames Stanford approach (CASA) biogeochemical model, and GFED uses
NASA’s moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) MCD64A1 product for
the burned area, MCD12C1 for land cover types, and GEOCARBON biomass map [14,15]
to adjust biomass in the carbon pool of CASA model [4–6,16]. The global fire assimilation
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system (GFAS) is another emissions inventory with 0.1-degree spatial resolution and daily
temporal resolution. GFAS is based on burned area detected by fire radiative power (FRP)
of MODIS MOD14 product, in which the burned area is used to predict CO2 emissions
in the integrated forecasting system model of the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts and uses organic soil and peat maps from GFED3.1 [2,17,18]. The fire
inventory from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (FINN) provides fire emis-
sions inventory with 1-km spatial resolution on a daily basis, in which fire emissions are
calculated as a function of burned area, biomass density, biomass burning rates, and emis-
sion factors: MODIS MOD14 product for burned area, the global land cover 2000 project
(GLC2000) [19,20] for land cover types, and a fixed value assigned to each land cover
category for biomass density [21,22]. Global Inventory for Chemistry-Climate studies
(GICC) is an inventory with 1-degree spatial resolution and monthly temporal resolu-
tion, which estimates fire emissions using ASTER World Fire Atlas [23] for the burned
area, GBA2000 [24] land cover product, fixed values for biomass density, biomass burning
rates, and emission factors [25]. The GICC-GFED4 (G-G) is an inventory with a spatial
resolution of 0.25-degrees and monthly temporal resolution based on GICC using GFED4
for the burned area, GLC2000 for land cover, and fixed values for biomass density [26].
Fire emission uncertainty is high in each inventory despite the aforementioned effort
(e.g., [6,17,22,25]), including uncertainties arising from fixed emission factors assigned for
each land cover category. Thus, fire emission inventories have room for improvement.

It is challenging to verify the accuracy of an inventory estimated from satellite obser-
vation data because direct measurement of CO2 emissions from fires is difficult. In the
conventional burned area approach using satellite data, fire CO2 emissions are estimated
from burned area, land cover type, biomass density, burning efficiency, and emission factor.
However, because each data source contains uncertainties, it is necessary to improve the
accuracy of each component to increase the total accuracy of the CO2 emission estimations.
Although various data sources were used in previous studies, the effects of input sources
on the CO2 emission estimation are unclear. This study aims to reveal the uncertainty of
the fire emission estimation by input sources. This study covers the following: (1) provides
eight global CO2 emission inventories through fires; (2) quantifies the effect of the CO2
emission estimation by input sources; (3) compares with four previous studies. It is im-
portant to reduce the uncertainty of fire emission estimation to understand the global
environment. This study helps to assess the performance of climate and fire models. The
abbreviation list in this paper is shown in Table S1.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Maps and Datasets

The remote sensing products of fire distribution (FD), land cover classification (LCC),
and above-ground biomass (AGB) were used to estimate CO2 emissions through fires.
The datasets used were selected from the products that were used in previous studies
with global and long-term observation data. The remote sensing datasets were resampled
at 500 m spatial resolution to equalize the spatial positions of the three global maps
using the NEAREST function in ArcGIS version 5.1 because the datasets have different
spatial resolutions.

2.1.1. FD Maps

FD maps are used to obtain the burned areas and the number of fire occurrences
monthly and yearly. The Thermal Anomalies and Fire MODIS data product version 6
(MOD14A1) was used to determine the global burned area [27,28]. MOD14A1 is a daily
fire data product with a 1-km spatial resolution at intervals of eight days. Every fire pixel
is assigned as having either low (0% to 30%), nominal (30% to 80%), or high (80% to 100%)
confidence levels [29]. We created three types of FD maps with data on the number of fire
occurrences, depending on the confidence level: HC-M with 80% to 100% confidence level
was created from high confidence flag, NC-M with 30% to 100% confidence level created
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from high and nominal confidence flags, and LC-M with 0% to 100% confidence level was
created from high, nominal, and low confidence flags on MOD14A1. The number of fire
occurrences in the FD maps was counted depending on the confidence level in each map
on the same grid position on a monthly or yearly basis. All ongoing fire on the same grid
position in the MOD14A1 daily datasets is a single fire.

2.1.2. LCC Maps

LCC maps are used to determine the scaling factors (burning efficiency and emission
factor) using the land cover category on the burned area. The MODIS Land Cover Type
(MCD12Q1) Version 6 data product [30,31] and global land cover 2000 project (GLC2000)
data product [19,20] were used to obtain the appropriate scaling factors, which are burning
efficiency (BE) and emission factor (EF), for each land cover category, the same with
GICC [25] and G-G [26]. MCD12Q1 produced using ground surface reflectance data
observed using MODIS instruments aboard NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites, is the
global annual LCC map from 2001 to 2018 having 500-m spatial resolution. We used the
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program land cover type with 17 categories in five
land cover types in MCD12Q1. GLC2000 is a global LCC map, which was produced using
data acquired using the VEGETATION instrument aboard the SPOT 4 satellite in 2000,
with a 1-km spatial resolution and 22 land cover types based on the food and agriculture
organization land cover classification system. MCD12Q1 of 2019 was a used to estimate
the CO2 emissions for 2020 because the 2020 datasets were not published at the time of
the study.

2.1.3. AGB Maps

ABG maps are used to determine the AGB density on the burned area. GICC and G-G
used a fixed biomass density for each land cover category. However, we used the up-to-date
biomass maps of the GEOCARBON global forest biomass [14,15] and Globbiomass AGB
maps [32]. GEOCARBON map, which combined AGB maps of Saatchi et al. (2011) [33] and
Baccini et al. (2012) [34], is a global AGB map with a 1-km spatial resolution that uses an
independent reference dataset of field observations and locally calibrated biomass map [15].
Globbiomass is a global AGB map with a 25-m resolution, produced by the European
Space Agency (ESA), which uses satellite observation data, such as Envisat ASAR, ALOS
PALSAR, Landsat, ICESat GLAS, and MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields [35,36].

2.2. Fire CO2 Emissions

We created CO2 emission inventories from fires using three types of global remote
sensing data. Because the three remote sensing datasets have the same spatial region
and resolution by the resampling, the LCC and AGB densities are uniquely determined
depending on fire area and used as the parameters for CO2 emissions estimation.

CO2 emission from fires (EM, g CO2) was conventionally calculated using a burned
area approach shown in Equation (1) [25,26,37]. However, this equation cannot evaluate the
number of fires occurring within a single region over a specific period. Therefore, we repre-
sented the decrease in biomass density (BD) by fires over a year by using Equation (2) to
determine the above-ground BD in Equation (1), considering the number of fire occurrences,
though this method does not consider annual changes in BD [38].

EM(m,p) = BA(m,p) × BD(m,p) × BE(c) × EF(c) (1)

BD(m,p) =
I

∑
j = i + 1

{Agb(p) ×
(

1− BE(c)

)j−1
} (2)

where m is the target month for calculating CO2 emissions, p is the grid position on the
map, c is the LCC category of the grid (p), and i and I are the cumulative numbers of
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fire occurrences until the preceding (m−1) and target month (m), respectively, BA is the
burned area (m2), BD is the total burned biomass density (kg m−2), Agb is biomass density
(kg m−2) from AGB map, BE is burning efficiency (0 to 1), and EF is the emission factor of
dry matter (g CO2 kg−1). The BE and EF values for CO2 emissions were from Mieville et al.
(2010) [25] and Shi et al. (2015) [26], and these values for CO emissions were sourced from
van der Werf et al. (2017) [6]. We assigned the BE and EF values for CO2 emissions to fit the
categories of MCD12Q1 and GLC2000 (Table S2), and those values for CO emissions are
shown in Table S3 (MCD12Q1) and Table S4 (GLC2000). This estimation method for CO2
emissions from fires does not need preprocessing, such as training of machine learning,
and it is easy to implement the algorithm. Furthermore, this method is possible to respond
flexibly to a change in the target region. Moreover, it is easy to modify the input datasets
and scaling factors.

2.3. Data Analysis

The global burned area was annually measured with a spatial resolution of 500 m per
grid for all global fires including the repeated fires on the same grid except Antarctica. To
evaluate the burned area in the three FD maps, we used GFED4 and GFED4.1s, which are
two versions of GFED, and CCI50, which is ESA’s Climate Change Initiative program [39]
in Section 3.1. GFED provides burned area products with a spatial resolution of 0.25 degrees
from 1995 onward [16]. The difference between GFED4 and GFED4.1s is the inclusion of
small-scale fires in GFED4.1s. CCI50 is a burned area MODIS data product with 250 m
spatial resolution [16].

CO2 emissions from fires were annually or monthly calculated for each burned grid us-
ing Equations (1) and (2) and then, integrated globally except Antarctica. Eight inventories
of the CO2 emissions were created by combining input datasets, and they were compared
with each other to evaluate the effect of the inputs on the estimated emissions from 2001 to
2020, in Section 3.2. The inventories were compared to GFED4.1s, GFASv1.2, FINNv1.5,
and GICC to assess their validity and variability in Section 3.3. GICC is unoriginal data
but estimated CO2 emissions from the burned area of NC-M. Scaling factors, the use of
GLC2000 for LCC maps, and the estimation method are equivalent to those of Mieville et al.
(2010) [25] and Shi et al. (2015) [26]. The globe was separated into 14 regions according to
GFED (Figure 1), and the estimated monthly CO2 emissions on each region were evaluated
to understand the regional characteristics and variation in Section 3.4.
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We estimated the fire emissions by adding Equation (2), which represents the BD
changes from repeated fires in the same region, to the conventional burned area approach
in Equation (1). To evaluate the new CO2 emission estimation method using Equations
(1) and (2), the estimated CO2 emissions by the method were compared with those of a
general method by Equation (1) using GFED4.1s as a criterion in Section 4.5.

3. Results
3.1. Burned Area

The annual burned areas of the three FD maps are shown in Table 1 including those of
GFED4.1s, GFED4, and CCI50 to compare the fire areas of the maps. The burned areas for
NC-M and LC-M are 3.73 ± 0.30 and 3.92 ± 0.32 × 106 km2 (mean ± 1 standard deviation
(SD)), respectively; the difference is small at 0.19 × 106 km2. However, the burned area
of HC-M is 1.07 ± 0.11 × 106 km2, which is smaller by 71–73% than those of NC-M and
LC-M (Figure 2). HC-M shows that the smallest burned area in the datasets was smaller
by 67% than that of GFED4. HC-M, NC-M, and LC-M were smaller by 77%, 19%, and
15%, respectively, than that of GFED4.1s. NC-M and CCI50 show similar results with a
difference of 0.5%. Although CCI50 was within 1 SD of NC-M and LC-M, GFED4, and
GFED4.1s were outside the SDs, respectively.

Table 1. Annual global burned area of three results (HC-M, NC-M, and LC-M) from 2001 to 2020 and
three previous studies (GFED4.1s, GFED4, and CCI50) from 2001 to 2016. Numbers in parentheses
are from 2001 to 2016.

Products Period Average
(106 km2)

1 Standard Deviation
(106 km2)

HC-M (this study) 2001–2020 1.07 (1.08) 0.11 (0.12)

NC-M (this study) 2001–2020 3.73 (3.79) 0.30 (0.31)

LC-M (this study) 2001–2020 3.92 (3.98) 0.32 (0.32)

GFED4.1s 2001–2016 4.67 0.42

GFED4 2001–2016 3.38 0.29

CCI50 2001–2016 3.80 0.29
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The burned areas of NC-M and LC-M decreased by 14% and 13%, respectively, from
2001 to 2020. The decreasing tendencies of both burned areas were significant in the
regression analysis under the confidence interval of 95% (Figure S1). In three regions
(EURO, NHAF, and CEAS), the decreasing trend was statistically significant in the same
analysis from 2001 to 2020 and contributed to the decreasing global burned area for NC-M
and LC-M (Figure S2). Andela et al. (2017) [40] documented that the burned area decreased
as the population, cultivated land, and livestock density increased in the savanna region,
which has a large burned area and frequent fire occurrences. The agricultural expansion
associated with human activity is an important factor for the decrease in the burned area
to protect crops, livestock, and infrastructures from fires and to maintain air quality.

3.2. Global CO2 Emissions Estimation Results

Global CO2 emissions were estimated annually from 2001 to 2020 in eight combina-
tions (23) using an FD map (NC-M or LC-M), LCC map (MCD12Q1 or GLC2000), and AGB
map (GEOCARBON or Globbiomass) (Table 2 and Figure 3) to evaluate the effect of the
input datasets on the CO2 emission estimation. The annual CO2 emission averages from
2003 to 2019 were estimated according to the analysis period of the previous studies for
the comparing. The eight inventories were named using the three characters in each of the
three inputs in the order of LCC (G: GLC2000 or M: MCD12Q1), AGB (W: GEOCARBON or
E: Globbiomass), and FD (N: NC–M or L: LC–M) maps, for example, the MWN inventory is
the combination of inputs, MCD12Q1 for LCC, GEOCARBON for AGB, and NC–M for FD
(see Table 2 for every inventory). HC-M was excluded from FD maps because its burned
area was smaller than those of NC-M, LC-M, and previous studies (Table 1).

Table 2. Annual global CO2 emissions of eight inventories from 2001 to 2020. Numbers in parentheses are from 2003 to 2019.

Inventory LCC Map AGB Map FD Map Average
(Pg CO2 year−1)

1 Standard Deviation
(Pg CO2 year−1)

MWN

MCD12Q1

GEOCARBON
NC-M 6.30 (6.33) 0.67 (0.65)

MWL LC-M 6.64 (6.66) 0.72 (0.70)

MEN
Globbiomass

NC-M 13.8 (13.8) 0.77 (0.81)

MEL LC-M 14.5 (14.4) 0.83 (0.87)

GWN

GLC2000

GEOCARBON
NC-M 3.60 (3.62) 0.67 (0.70)

GWL LC-M 3.81 (3.83) 0.72 (0.75)

GEN
Globbiomass

NC-M 9.04 (9.00) 0.60 (0.63)

GEL LC-M 9.48 (9.43) 0.65 (0.69)

Average 8.40 (8.39) 0.70 (0.60)

In Table 2, the largest CO2 emissions value was by MEL at 14.5 ± 0.83 Pg CO2 year−1,
and the smallest was by GWN at 3.60 ± 0.67 Pg CO2 year−1 from 2001 to 2020; MEL
showed much larger emissions than GWN by a factor of 4.0. The MEL result was larger by
42%, and the GWN result was smaller by 57% compared to the average emissions. The CO2
emissions closest to the average emissions were from GEN at 9.04 ± 0.60 Pg CO2 year−1.
The estimated emissions were equivalent to 16–58% of the global carbon budget sourced
from fossil fuels and industry from 2001 to 2018 [41].

Figure 4 shows global distribution maps of CO2 emissions. In the maps, high CO2
emission areas were central Africa and the Amazon region. However, it is difficult to find
differences in distributions among the maps.
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3.3. Comparison of Annual CO2 Emissions with Previous Research

The eight inventories of global CO2 emissions (Table 2) were compared to four invento-
ries (GFED4.1s, GFASv1.2, FINNv1.5, and GICC) of previous studies to assess their validity
and variability. The annual CO2 emission averages from 2003 to 2019 were calculated to
match the analysis period for the comparison. The average (±1 SD) of the annual CO2 emis-
sions for the four inventories was 7.28 ± 0.60 Pg CO2 year−1 from 2003 to 2019 (Table 3). In
the previous inventories, the largest CO2 emission was from GICC at 9.64 ± 0.66 Pg CO2
year−1, and the smallest was from FINNv1.5 at 5.99± 1.15 Pg CO2 year−1. The annual CO2
emission from MWL was 6.66 ± 0.70 Pg CO2 year−1 from 2003 to 2019 (Table 2), which was
3% larger, 4% smaller, 9% larger, and 31% smaller, respectively, than those from GFASv1.2,
GFED4.1s, FINNv1.5, and GICC. The average annual CO2 emissions from three previous
studies, excluding GICC, were within 1 SD of MWL emissions.

Table 3. Average annual CO2 emissions for the previous studies. Numbers in parentheses are from
2003 to 2019.

Inventory Period Average
(Pg CO2 year−1)

1 Standard Deviation
(Pg CO2 year−1)

GFED4.1s 2001–2019 6.97 (6.93) 0.64 (0.63)

GFASv1.2 2003–2020 6.37 (6.44) 0.72 (0.68)

FINNv1.5 2002–2019 5.99 (6.10) 1.15 (1.09)

GICC 2001–2020 9.64 (9.65) 0.66 (0.65)

Average 2003–2019 7.28 0.60

3.4. Regional Evaluations

We evaluated monthly CO2 emissions for each of the 14 regions (Figure 1) to under-
stand the regional characteristics and variation. The monthly CO2 emissions of MWL,
MEL, GWL, and GEL are shown in Figure 5. Four inventories from NC-M (MWN, MEN,
GWN, and GEN) are not in the figure because the differences between NC-M and LC-M in
terms of CO2 emissions were small (Table 2). In 10 regions, including the global scale, CO2
emissions were the largest in MEL followed by GEL, MWL, and GWL, respectively, which
was similar to the annual emissions (Table 2). However, GEL in SEAS and MWL in AUST
showed the largest CO2 emissions in four inventories, respectively. In Tables 4 and 5, GEL
has a larger area and a higher BD in the non-forest areas than MEL in all regions, and the
greatest difference (79%) of the BD for non-forest areas was in SEAS. AUST was the only
region in which the BD of MWL was higher than that of MEL in the forest areas. These
results show that the estimated CO2 emissions are affected by the input datasets of AGB
and LCC.
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Table 4. Forest and non-forest areas in each region for the LCC maps. Forest and non-forest areas
in MCD12Q1 are the averages from 2001 to 2018. Regions of “water,” “no-data” categories, and
“Antarctica” are excluded.

Region
Forest (106 km2) Non-Forest (106 km2)

MCD12Q1 GLC2000 MCD12Q1 GLC2000

BONA 11.6 9.9 14.2 14.9

TENA 4.1 4.5 7.4 7.0

CEAM 1.7 1.4 1.6 1.9

NHSA 3.0 2.1 0.5 1.4

SHSA 10.5 7.4 7.8 10.8

EURO 5.1 3.8 12.4 13.8

MIDE 0.3 0.3 15.6 15.6

NHAF 4.2 3.2 13.2 14.2

SHAF 5.5 5.0 6.3 6.8

BOAS 19.9 19.8 17.9 18.0

CEAS 5.2 4.3 20.9 23.6

SEAS 2.8 1.9 5.5 6.4

EQAS 2.9 1.9 0.3 1.4

AUST 1.5 1.5 8.9 8.8

Global 78.3 66.8 132.6 144.5

Table 5. Average biomass densities of forest and non-forest areas in each AGB product based on two LCC maps.

Region

Average Biomass Densities (kg m−2)

Forest Non-Forest

MCD12Q1 GLC2000 MCD12Q1 GLC2000

GEOCARBON Globbiomass GEOCARBON Globbiomass GEOCARBON Globbiomass GEOCARBON Globbiomass

BONA 3.9 6.4 4.6 6.0 0.1 0.6 0.1 1.2

TENA 7.2 10.5 7.5 9.1 0.6 0.9 0.1 1.2

CEAM 3.2 6.9 4.0 6.2 0.2 0.5 0.2 2.1

NHSA 18.8 19.7 25.7 23.6 0.9 2.5 2.3 7.8

SHSA 12.5 14.0 16.2 16.3 0.4 0.9 0.8 2.9

EURO 4.8 8.0 6.4 8.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 1.0

MIDE 3.4 6.8 3.9 5.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

NHAF 11.6 13.0 14.4 13.6 0.0 0.8 0.2 1.5

SHAF 8.1 10.1 8.5 9.8 0.2 1.8 0.4 2.6

BOAS 4.8 6.5 4.9 6.2 0.2 0.7 0.2 1.2

CEAS 4.0 7.1 5.3 6.9 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.6

SEAS 6.0 10.4 8.6 8.8 0.2 0.5 0.3 2.4

EQAS 19.8 21.0 28.3 22.7 3.7 6.6 4.4 14.4

AUST 11.3 10.4 13.5 9.6 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.6

Global 7.6 9.7 8.7 9.4 0.2 0.6 0.2 1.4
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4. Discussions
4.1. Burned Area

The average burned areas of NC-M and LC-M were within 1 SD of CCI50 and outside
the SDs of GFED4 and GFED4.1s. One of the causes of the difference in the detected burned
area is different data sources for fire detection. In GFED4.1s and GFED4, burned area is
detected from MODIS MCD64 collection 5.1 (C5) [6,16]. The burned area of GFED4.1s
was 28% larger than that of GFED4 due to the application of the small fire estimation
approach [6]. According to Chuvieco et al. (2018) [39], the global annual burned area
increased by 27% with the update from MCD64 C5 to MCD64A1 collection 6 (C6) due to
improvement in the burned area detection (including small burns), with a reduction in the
omission error. Therefore, we consider it reasonable that the burned area of LC-M detected
from MCD14A1 C6 was larger than that of GFED4 based on MCD64 C5. However, because
there is a non-negligible difference between the FD maps we used and GFED4.1s, a more
accurate burned area estimation with small fires is an issue for the future.

4.2. Global CO2 Emissions Estimation

To know the effect of LCC map on CO2 emissions, results from the two LCC maps
were compared. The CO2 emissions of MWN and MWL were 43% larger than those of
GWN and GWL, respectively, which all use GEOCARBON. Similarly, the CO2 emissions of
MEN and MEL were 35% larger than those of GEN and GEL, respectively, which commonly
use Globbiomass. These results show that CO2 emissions from MCD12Q1 were larger
than those of GLC2000. One of the reasons for the high emissions from MCD12Q1 is
the differences in the forest area. The forest area on the global scale for MCD12Q1 is
approximately 15% larger than that of GLC2000 (Table 4). Furthermore, the forest area of
MCD12Q1 is 30–34% larger in the Amazon region (SHSA), with a large number of carbon
stocks, and the EQAS region with vast peat swamp forests (Table 4). The differences in the
forest area affect the EF and BE are values and cause a large CO2 emission estimation.

As for the effect of the AGB map, the CO2 emissions of MWN and MWL were esti-
mated to be 54% smaller than those of MEN and MEL, respectively, which commonly use
MCD12Q1. Similarly, the CO2 emissions of GWN and GWL were 60% smaller than those
of GEN and GEL, respectively, which uses GLC2000. These results show that Globbiomass
resulted in higher CO2 emissions than GEOCARBON. The difference is partly because
Globbiomass has a larger BD than GEOCARBON in forest and non-forest areas. GEOCAR-
BON is a global forest AGB map, which focused on the forest area and has been evaluated
to be 9–18% smaller than its two sources, namely the AGB maps of Saatchi et al. (2011) [33]
and Baccini et al. (2012) [34], in the tropical regions [15]. Alternatively, Globbiomass used
L-band SAR data, which are used to estimate low biomass from the radar scattering in
branches and trunks with penetration of the canopy [42]. These facts are considered as one
of the reasons why Globbiomass evaluated AGB to be larger than GEOCARBON and led
to a difference in BD of over 50% in non-forest areas (Table 5).

To know the effect of the FD map, two groups using NC-M (MWN, MEN, GWN, and
GEN) and LC-M (MWL, MEL, GEL, and GEL) were compared. From the result, NC-M
showed 5% smaller CO2 emissions. The effect of the FD map on CO2 emissions is smaller
than those of LCC and AGB because the difference in the burned area between NC-M and
LC-M is small.

4.3. Comparison of Annual CO2 Emissions with Previous Research

The burned area used to estimate CO2 emissions contributes to the difference in the
emissions in each inventory. GFED4.1s was estimated to have the highest CO2 emissions
in every inventory using the burned area, which is 28% larger than that of GFED4 and 15%
larger than that of LC-M, by updating the small fire detection (Figure 2). MOD14 C5, which
FINNv1.5 used for the burned area, is the previous version of our burned area product
(MOD14A1 C6) with the improvement of detecting small fires and reducing omission
errors. The burned area of the previous version is one of the reasons that lead to a lower
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estimation result than the other inventories, such as MWL and GFED4.1s. GFASv1.2 had
less CO2 emissions than GFED4.1s because GFASv1.2 determined several scaling factors
to match the emissions of GFED3.1, which was before the small fire detection update [17].
GICC defines BD as fixed values for each LCC. The BD used in GICC was 18.04 kg m−2

for the forest area and 1.35 kg m−2 for the non-forest area, which was calculated like
Table 5. Although the BD in GLC2000, which was used in GICC, was lower than those of
GEOCARBON and Globbiomass in non-forest areas, it was higher in forest areas by 277%
and 236% for GEOCARBON and Globbiomass, respectively, which has a greater effect on
CO2 emissions estimates.

4.4. Regional Evaluations

Eight inventories are compared with the results of previous papers to evaluate the
regional CO2 emissions. Guo et al. (2017) [43] reported CO2 emissions from wildfires
in western Russia from July to August 2010 to be 255 Tg CO2 using GOSAT satellite
observation data. Assuming that wildfire is a dominant source in this period in the BOAS
region, the MWL inventory (248 Tg CO2) is the closest value among the eight inventories.
The BD difference in AGB maps is influenced by the fire emissions because the difference
between the forest and the non-forest areas in the two LCC maps was small in BOAS
(Table 4). Huijnen et al. (2016) [44] estimated CO2 emissions from fires in Southeast Asia
(EQAS for our evaluation) from September to October 2015 to be 692 Tg CO2 based on
the in situ observed EF ratios. The closest inventory to this value was MEN (702 Tg CO2),
which used MCD12Q1 with a larger forest area than GLC2000 (Table 4) and Globbiomass,
with higher BD values than GEOCARBON in both the forest and non-forest areas (Table 5).
There is the possibility that the input sources for the estimation have regional uncertainty.
Although it is difficult to make a quantitative conclusion for the small number of evaluation
samples, the inventories using MCD12Q1 with a larger forest area than GLC2000 may tend
to be close to the fire CO2 emissions of previous studies. In AGB, GEOCARBON has closed
fire emissions of several previous studies, globally. The reason for this closure is because
previous studies (e.g., GFASv1.2) fixed their scaling factors to estimate the fire emissions
based on GFED, and GFED uses GEOCARBON for adjusting the AGB as one of the input
sources of the CASA model, which is the basis for calculating the carbon pools [6]. The two
AGB maps used in our estimation differ in the non-forest areas, and Globbiomass has a
larger BD (Table 5). From the results, when a survey region for the fire emission estimation
is in a non-forest area with a relatively large BD, such as a tropical region, Globbiomass
may contribute to the estimation. However, an accurate evaluation of fire emissions needs
to be analyzed to compare with the atmospheric concentrations in the future.

4.5. Evaluation of Estimation Method

The new estimation method of CO2 emission, incorporating the arranged BD by the
number of fire occurrences (Equation (2)), was compared with the general burned area
approach (Equation (1)). The MWL inventory and GFED4.1s were used for comparison
because they use common input data sources, and GFED4.1s is one of the most standard
inventories of fire emissions. The average annual CO2 emissions of the conventional
and new methods were 6.31 ± 0.65 and 6.60 ± 0.72 Pg CO2 year−1, respectively, which
were 9.6% and 5.4% smaller, respectively, than that of GFED4.1s (Figure S3). There was a
statistically significant difference in each population average between the conventional and
new methods under a one-sided t-test at a 5% significance level. These results show that
the amount estimated using the new method was approximately 4% closer to GFED4.1s
in the CO2 emission estimations compared with the conventional method; this result is
attributed to the arrangement of BD by the number of fire occurrences.

4.6. Uncertainty

The uncertainty in our estimation method was from remote sensing data, scaling coef-
ficients, and features of this method itself in fire term and scale. FD, LCC, and AGB maps
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used in the estimation also have their uncertainties. Hawbaker et al. (2008) [45] reported
that small fires and cloud cover led to decreased fire detection, and MOD14A1 has an over-
all fire detection rate of 82%. In the LCC map, GLC2000 had overall accuracies of 68.6% [46],
and Sulla-Menashe et al. (2019) [31] reported an overall accuracy of 73.6% for MCD12Q1.
However, because accuracy depends on the change in the LCC category, location, and
burning time, these can lead to complex uncertainties. Avitabile et al. (2016) [15] reported
that GEOCARBON has a root mean square error (RMSE) of 87–98 Mg ha−1, whereas ESA
(2017) [35] reported that Globbiomass has an RMSE of 48.2–80.0 Mg ha−1 in Africa, South
America, and Asia. These differences in accuracy produce bigger BD variations from
expanding the target region to a global scale and distinguishing forest and non-forest areas,
as shown in Table 2. An accurate understanding of changing BD due to changing land
cover type is difficult because the AGB maps do not have time-series data. Although
we assigned EF and BE to each land cover category based on past papers, their actual
values are highly variable depending on region, season, and weather [47,48]. Hoelzemann
et al. (2004) [49] stated that the uncertainty of EF is in the order of 20–30% and that of BEs
is 12% in savannas and grasslands and 20% in forests. Furthermore, van der Werf et al.
(2017) [6] mentioned that EF has a variation of approximately 40% on average, and diurnal
or long-term variation in EF should be larger. Shiraishi and Hirata (in press) [38] reported
that the results of CO2 emission estimation using local scaling factors were 1.8 times higher
than those of global scaling factors as same values with this paper in Australia.

Uncertain factors in our estimation method included burning term and scale. Our
method uses a one-time fire instance for estimation and does not consider burning term or
fire scale. Thus, fires that continue to burn for multiple days carry equal weight as one-day
fires. Although the BD incinerated monthly and annually is considered by Equation (2),
biomass growth and recovery are not considered. These uncertainties influence each other
and complicate evaluations of estimation results.

Concrete uncertainty was not mentioned in the previous study. van der Werf et al.
(2010) [5] estimated a 20% uncertainty for GFED3 by applying a Monte Carlo simulation
to the estimation model. However, van der Werf et al. (2017) [6] reported that it is
difficult to estimate uncertainty for GFED4, partly because it is difficult to evaluate the
uncertainties of parameters and layers defined for the simulation. Although FINN reported
that uncertainties were approximately twice of the estimated emissions, Wiedinmyer
et al. (2011) [22] concluded that uncertainties are difficult to assign quantitatively because
of uncertainties associated with LCCs, fire detection, burned area assumption, biomass
loading, amount of fuel burned, and emission factors.

FINN had its uncertainties concluded compared with CO emissions by air pollutant
emissions inventories of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [50].
However, it should be noted that the EPA observations are not for global data but rather for
the United States. CO is considered a useful biomass burning tracer [51], and uncertainties
associated with biomass burning estimates can be tested using CO [2]. As was the case with
FINN, we evaluated CO emissions of the eight input datasets using EPA CO emissions.
This method for estimating CO emissions involves Equations (1) and (2), and the EF, which
was assigned for the LCC categories in this study, as shown in Table S3 for MCD12Q1 and
Table S4 for GLC2000. The average (with 1 SD) of the eight CO emissions was 17.5± 4.19 Tg
CO year−1, and the result depended on the input datasets, like the CO2 emissions (Figure 6
and Table S5). CO emissions of the four inventories using Globbiomass (MEN, MEL, GEN,
and GEL) were 36–44% greater than those of GEOCARBON (MWN, MWL, GWN, and
GWL). The results are influenced by BD in the forest area, as shown in Table S6. The
average CO emissions from EPA was 12.9 ± 3.86 Tg CO year−1, and the closest emission
was found by GWL at 10.5± 3.45 Tg CO year−1, which was smaller by 18% compared with
that of EPA. If we perform the same evaluation as in Wiedinmyer et al. (2011) [22], then,
it is possible to conclude that the uncertainty in GWL is at least 18% in TENA. However,
it is not possible to conclude the uncertainties of the whole inventory by comparing CO
emissions within limited areas. As shown in Figure 4, most of the CO2 emissions were in
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Africa and South America, thus evaluating these areas, where CO2 emissions are higher,
is indispensable. In addition, because LCC categories and BDs differ by continent and
region, uncertainties cannot be determined by evaluating TENA alone. The comparison of
CO emissions for the uncertainty evaluation in other continents, especially high BD and
frequently fired regions, needs to be analyzed.
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5. Conclusions

This study presented eight global and regional CO2 emission inventories through
biomass burning, the uncertainty assessments of fire emission estimation from input
datasets, and comparing results between created inventories and the previous four invento-
ries from 2001 to 2020. Global annual CO2 emissions of the four previous inventories were
within 1 SD from the average CO2 emissions in any of created eight inventories. We found
that among the eight inventories, MWL, which used MCD12Q1 for LCC, GEOCARBON for
AGB, and LC-M for FD, showed the closest CO2 emissions at global scale. Furthermore, the
inventories using MCD12Q1 and Globbiomass were close to the emissions of previous stud-
ies in the survey area, including the non-forest areas with a relatively high BD. However, it
is difficult to specify the uncertainty of each inventory as in the previous studies.

We found how more detailed FD, LCC, and BD maps can reduce uncertainty in fire
CO2 emissions inventories proposed in this study. The used biomass maps were single-
year datasets, and the continuous temporal variation in the BD was not considered in
the method. Geographical and meteorological variations of BE and EF, and the use of
higher-spatial-resolution products for input datasets, should be considered. Although
remote sensing products available for fire emission estimation are increasing, estimations
using new products are a future topic. The CO2 emissions inventories in this study will be
opened. We expect that the inventories can provide new choices to users and its estimation
by input sources help to assess the performance of climate and fire models.
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